The Maine Event

June 3-June26

June 3
Well as I begin this story, I am looking at my computer’s weather icon. It shows the temperature today at
home to be 100 degrees. I am just so happy that we never encountered this heat as we travelled between
June 3 and June 26.
We left on our journey to Biddeford, Maine on June 3 after church. It was 77 degrees and overcast.
Beverly takes a lot of notes along the way. We noticed a corn crop that was just getting started around
Menominee, WI. By the time we returned, we had seen lots of corn crops with a general opinion that
things were going well this season – based on our one criterion of height.
Bev saw a Megabus again. Some new Greyhound type operation. Checking rates showed them to 1/3 to
2/3 the cost of Greyhound. Their colorfully detailed buses sport some advertising about traveling for $1,
but that is not the case.
Animal-wise, my passenger reporter
noted 4-6 wild turkeys and 5 deer.
Unfortunately, the deer were dead along
the highway. 
Whoops, I nearly neglected a photo
requested by Beverly. She has some
Winnebago blood and this sign was
found at a Wisconsin rest area.

We ended our day at Rockford, IL after
345 miles. We bedded down at a Motel
6 and had dinner in a Texas Road
House. (I believe we’ve hit them in Eau
Claire and maybe one other place.)
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June 4
It was sunny with temps around 68-73 degrees. We left
Rockford around 9:45 and paid about 6 dollars in tolls to
get down to Roy’s place on N. Kedzie. We got there
before noon and stayed to 3 PM.
Upon arrival, we gave him the reading material, writing
materials, and toiletries he had requested. Surprise, Roy
presented me with a gift! I sort of recognized it. It was
my old watch which I had given him long ago. Roy was
being funny, but the watch needed a battery. I have it
here and will get it back to him running soon.
The visiting system is working well. We settled into a
basement social/exercise area to talk about everything
that had transpired in our lives. Woodbridge even
supplied us with two trays full of the noon meal. I was
hungry so it was good. We were able to watch a little of
the exercise class that went on in about half of this big
room.
I took a few pictures and Roy very willingly provided one
with a good smile. Thank you.
Our departure time is set up so that we can get off to
Indiana before rush hour. Now this was a Monday and we
sort of missed the window. There was plenty of traffic.
No problem at all. The picture presents the city sights as
we approach it from the north. (They don’t want you to
text while driving. What about taking photos.)
We eventually found our way to the Chicago Skyway(I90).
It was fairly empty and gave us a fast route to the east side
of Gary. That was just another $5.60 in tolls.
To the south of the Skyway, we saw a very large – loooong
--- building which looked like a deserted school. I checked
it out and found that it was still in operation. It was a large
technical/vocational high school. Huge!!!
I90 morphs from being the Skyway into being the Indiana
East-West Tollway. The drive didn’t take long, but it went
by Cline Avenue (IN 912) – the northern much-enhanced
growth of the street west of our Woodlawn Street in Griffith. I90 went through Gary near downtown and
we exited I90 at the beginning of I65 ( just before I90 and I94 cross sending I94 to Detroit and I90 to
continue on to the Ohio Turnpike).
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We found our motel in east Merrillville – an outpost of Econolodge which still had not have an official
sign. It looked like the enterprise was still trying to sense whether it would be a profitable location.
Like our last visit when we attended Phyllis’ funeral, we were given a room on the second floor. We are
quite certain that the lower floor was being rented out to itinerant workers. In the morning, the lot was
full of cars from various states. Not strange for a motel. However, something mentioned by a clerk
indicated that some or all of the first floor residents were long stay residents. We remember the two men
we met at our last visit who were carpenters from far downstate Indiana and were going to the BP refinery
to look for contract work.
We had already made arrangements to
eat with Charles and Helen. So we
dropped off our bags and headed for
their farm. As Helen and Charles got
ready to go, Beverly explored the soy
bean field. Here she acts as an
agronomist examining a new plant.
It didn’t look like a good field, but as
we drove off south down Burr Street,
one could see the pattern of neat rows.
The crops were in! Closer to US30 a
share of Charles’ land was in corn. It
was being rented by a Scarringa (Sp?)
– maybe the last farming Scarringa.
Charles drove the three of us down to a
restaurant on US41. The oddity here was that years ago, the restaurant would have been in Cook, IN.
Now Cedar Lake has taken over. Cook is no more. After our very good dinner, Charles drove over to
the lake and my eagle eye was still able to pick out Ma Rockwell Shores. I found it be locating Pine
Crest to the south and then driving to the next enterprise to the north which sported the pier that – at a
distance – still looked sturdy as it was in the 50s. Things still looked quite different, but I would loved
to hang in a line there again.
Charles mentioned a farming practice which tweaked our interest. After he mentioned it, we saw it all
over. A farmer plants corn one year. The next he plants beans, but he does not have to really plow in
the old corn stubble left from the previous year. We saw this again and again. Soy bean fields growing
amid the stubble of last year’s corn. Amazing. (Hope the heat doesn’t kill things off.)
June 5
On this sunny morning, we got on the road to breakfast at 8:25 AM. 63 degrees. We skipped the
breakfast at the Econolodge based on the poor showing last time. We went to Panera.
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We stopped in Marion, IN to visit Tom Grogg. It is our
second traditional lunch in the neighborhood restaurant. We
eat and just sit and talk forever. It is nice and I believe Tom
enjoys it. Here is a picture of Tom just before we left. His
buddy is just something he wanted for his flower garden. Oh,
yes, Tom may wield a cane, I believe.
On we drove toward Cincinnati. We saw corn at 12 to 15
inches in the area. Beverly reminds me that we did get lost on
the back roads of Indiana. Indiana doesn’t waste much
money on road signs. We know that most of our problems
were in Delaware County. Oh, well, we got to see a lot of
hardwood trees – and that was just the beginning on this trip.
I believe we finally got to Cinci before dark and settled in
quickly. We stayed there that evening and the next day –
June 6. Our grandchildren, Becca and Xander were each
graduates so they both are starting toward new schools next
year. Becca will go to the University of Dayton and Xander
is poised to enter high school. Wow, the kids from the high
school are required to have a laptop PC and it looks like it rivals anything the Bev and I have.
While we were there, Mike had their two bikes all ready for us and we took a couple rides around their
neighborhood – a development of relatively new two-story brick homes. One wouldn’t want to bike on
the regular travelled routes like the Hamilton-Mason road. They have lots of traffic and are all up and
down – extremely up and down. The development has nice pavement and little traffic. If you had desires
to move out farther, I think you could just cross Hamilton-Mason and enter the adjoining development.
June 7
We departed early for points east. Dawn had to go to work and Mike might have already left. It was 8:35
AM. Temperature was 64. Our speedometer started its day at 786.4.
Whoops again, I forgot to mention that Mike really helped us out by replacing a headlight bulb on the
passenger side of the Prius. He was quite expert and did the job quickly. I got to watch so maybe I can
do it next time. [Bev, remind me to take some tools with me next time we travel. ] Oddly, we know
we have replaced that headlamp several times. Maybe the special grease Mike gave me to apply to the
connections may make this one last longer. Time will tell.
It was a long day of driving for us. We did us the freeway a lot. Only a little jockeying was done through
Lebanon, OH to get to I71 and away we went diagonally across Ohio. Columbus was bypassed and we
reached the Lake Erie area east of Cleveland in time for a late lunch. (The freeway system is complete
nowadays, but I have memories of going across Ohio and through Cleveland when things were not
complete and one had to drive city streets to connect from one section of I90 to another.)
Beverly knows when to do a timeout from freeways and we drove up to a place just north of I90 and
drove through small towns in view of Lake Erie. We stopped to eat on a short street in Geneva on the
Lake, OH. Mary’s Kitchen was the place, and we sat on what was once Mary’s porch. The food was
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okay and we paid cash since Mary was not set up for plastic. Only a couple houses north were the beach
and Lake Erie.
I suppose this picture looks toward Ashtabula,
OH in the distance. We continued on the smaller
road for a while through Ashtabula – a town
which I had seen on freeway signs back in the
60s. The name Ashtabula means "river of many
fish" in the Iroquois language and hence the name
of the river that travels through town and
contributes to it harbor. Ashtabula looked like it
had some industry. It has a harbor with huge coal
piles. Rockwell International has a facility
nearby.
I took one picture on Bridge Street. It was its lift
bridge. That interests me since Stillwater, MN
has a lift bridge of a different design. I sent pictures of this earlier this year. This design is like another
old Erector set model. It is probably quite old. (Am I wrong again? It was built in 1925. )
Back on I90, here are some distances. It is 15 miles to
Pennsylvania. The I90 spans the little panhandle of Penn.
and is just 40 miles in that stretch. Voilà , we are in New
York where we tarried until leaving June 9. Unlike my
usual journey up I90 to Buffalo, we decided to go on I86,
which we joined in Pennsylvania. ThisI86 may have been
a new interstate made after my life in New York. Like all
of the interstates, it was built over years and I found where
I believe it was designated I86 only in 1999. The
highway travels through the southern counties of New
York which we New Yorkers referred to as the “southern
tier.”
We were homing in on our stop for the evening. We had
put on a lot of miles that Thursday. We headed for
Chautauqua, NY to look at the famous conference center
there. The Chautauqua Center grew up around a long
beautiful lake is extreme southwestern New York. It spawned what was referred to as the Chautauqua
Movement beginning in the 1870s and continuing into the 1920s. Entertainers and speakers would begin
here and then travel throughout the country. “The Chautauqua brought entertainment and culture for the
whole community, with speakers, teachers, musicians, entertainers, preachers and specialists of the day.
Former U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt was quoted as saying that Chautauqua is ‘the most American
thing in America.’” Although the movement has declined, the conference hosts a program every year
from late June through August. I believe the format is to have a different topic each week such that one
who attends could attend two lectures per day along with music and theater in the evenings. [Several
years ago, I remember that Karen Armstrong spoke for a week.]
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Enough background. We reached the main gate and spent a short time in the administration building
outside of the camp grounds. The conference was two weeks from beginning. You could tell people
were vacationing here, but we could not decide what was the attraction at this time. It was late on
Thursday and offices were closed.
We jumped back in the car went on toward Jamestown, NY. On the way we stopped at a rest stop. New
York spent a little money on this one!!! Maybe the architecture was to fit the Chautauqua motif. Also,
the rest stop was right on the shores of Chautauqua Lake. So here are pictures of the rest stop and the
lake. At least, the picture of the lake does not do justice to the subject. Remember, that Bev and I were
just getting used to the broad leaf forests out here in the east. I can see those trees covering the hills in the
distance. Fall color would be really beautiful ---- like I experienced with Pennsylvania in the early 80s.

All I know about Jamestown is that we stayed at a Red Roof Inn. That is remembered because of Bev’s
financial statement about the trip. I don’t really remember a thing about the place. It must be in a suburb
of Jamestown called Falconer, NY.

June 8
Well our records show that we left at 8:45 AM. It was 68 degrees. Our travel on Thursday was 410.8
miles. The next couple days would require less time behind the wheel.
Our first destination was a New York State Park – Letchworth. Again this park was a place I visited back
in the 1960s and I thought Bev would like it. To get there we needed to reach the vicinity of Castile, NY.
This was quite a distance from any freeway. Yes, looking at the map, the park seems midway between
I90 and I86. It was out there in beautiful country and no straight roads.  Access from New York
City was better since I390 –connecting I90 and I86 -- traveled right by it on the east side. However, we
were coming from the west.
We must have left I86 at near Randolph, NY and went northeast. There were a ton of small towns –
whatever that means. Ellicottville was the biggest town. It and Little Valley were each just over 1700
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people. Yet, the first town that Beverly mentions was Lime Lake, a small town (1500) next to a lake.
The lake was still not big enough to show up on the highway map.
Along the way, we encountered an Amish family in a buggy. Since we are always on the lookout for
crops, Beverly noted a corn field with plants that were 2 to 3 inches tall. There must be some skiing in
winter and tubing in summer. Both were advertised. As I wrote earlier, the hardwood trees were
everywhere and it was obvious from the piles of split wood that wood was used for heating.
We were back in the hills. Beverly noted that Delevan had a stop light. Yorkshire had a turn lane. Wind
turbines were installed on the road near Eagle. Eagle (1000) advertised a mall.
Then finally we arrived at Bliss, NY. We had seen a few dairy cattle on our ride. Bliss was home to the
Bliss Cattle Company. So there, if I had not checked further that would have been it. However, I
pumped Bliss Cattle Company into Google. I got several sites. One had a video where the tour guide
walked you through a barn full of stalls of Holstein calves. The cattle company specialized in
“replacement calves” for the dairy industry. The company had about 1600 calves which from what I
could understand were being weaned from “milk to water”. Maybe the dairy farmers would just sell their
calves and hence eliminated that part of their dairy work. Maybe their calf supply was not keeping up
with the age of their herd. When they send a cow to
slaughter, they could “replace” it from this herd. Hum….
(The company is the enterprise of the Bliss family and was
Farm of the Year in 2011 in Wyoming County, NY.)
Travel toward Letchworth was slow. We finally arrived at
11 AM and stayed till around 2 PM. The park itself is at
least 13 miles long along the Genesee River. The park
contains one of the most notable examples of waterfall and
gorge scenery in the eastern United States. The gorge has
a height of 600 feet and there are three waterfalls with the
highest being 107 feet. [As usual, this spot is touted as
being “the Grand Canyon of the East.” Wait for later uses
of this “Grand Canyon” comparison.)
It was a beautiful day. And Letchworth was as beautiful as
I remember.
The falls on the left was the big falls I believe. You can see
the smaller falls above it. That smaller one is in the picture
below, right under the railroad trestle. The smallest is the
two-tiered one on the next page --- the left picture.
Then Bev insisted that I try to capture the height of one of the pines. That is the last shot. Well no. The
very last one was of a beautiful example of Hemlock Varnish Shelf attached to that old stump.
Bucolic!!!!
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Bev is enclosing an article about Fr. Roy (SOA) from
Veterans for Peace newsletter. She sent the rest of the
newsletter to Michelle Obama – articles about
Palestine, PTSD, book reviews on holding Bush
accountable for the Iraq War. She is also
enclosing the latest NCR.
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